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Audacity

Plugins

Audacity 3 finds the plugins installed by Waves
Audacity 2: copy Waves Central plugin dll to the Audacity Plugins folder and restart Audacity:

cp "C:\Program Files\VSTPlugins\WaveShell1-VST 13.0_x64.dll"
"C:\Program Files\Audacity\Plug-Ins"

Links

How to Use Waves Plugins when Using a Custom VST Folder
Refer a friend https://www.waves.com/r/n0xw4k

Repair

One stereo channel damage

Some records might have damages in one stereo channel only. If those damages are difficult to repair
you might consider to simply copy the undamaged channel over the damaged channel. You'll lose the
stereo effect in the process, but the result might still sound better than trying to deal with the
damage and modify or destroy the music in the damaged channel, special when the damaged area is
not very long.

Open the track menu (triangle arrow on the left side of the track, or SHIFT-M on a selected1.
track) and select Split Stereo Track, which splits the stereo track into 2 tracks
Identify the start and end position of the damage, then select the same position in the2.
undamaged track (shows as white background after selection), then hit CTRL-C to copy into the
clipboard
Take a note of the selected area at the bottom of the Audacity window3.

Now select the identical length within the other (damaged) track4.
select the start position close to the required position, then move the start position with1.
the left and right arrow keys, until the selection start matches exactly (in this example
this would be 20:37.443)
press and hold SHIFT, then move the right arrow key to the exact position of the selection2.
end (e.g. 20:38:747), then release SHIFT, now check that the selected area is identical
with the one copied in step 2

Press DELETE to remove the selected area, then CTRL-V to insert from clipboard5.
Open the track menu and select Make Stereo Track to combine the two tracks into one stereo6.
track

https://www.waves.com/support/how-to-use-waves-plugins-when-using-custom-vst-folder
https://www.waves.com/r/n0xw4k
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